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Question: 111

Copado Robotic Testing Advanced Knowledge Test > TRUE or FALSE

You can add agent capabilities before or after setting and enabling the QConnect package.

A. True
B. False

Answer: A

Question: 112

Which concept allows users to create test cases based on action words?

A. Keyword-driven testing
B. Verb-driven testing
C. Action-driving testing
D. Alphabet-driven testing

Answer: A

Question: 113

Help Mark find the right answer!

A. The repository that Mark has assigned to the suite is faulty. This is why Copado Robotic Testing can't recognise the
test case and disallow the use of Q Editor.
B. The branch or the tag that Mark has referenced while adding the suite is not available in the repository.
C. While linking the locally-networked repository to the suite, Mark had provided some additional parameters which
restrict the use of QEditor.
D. Mark added the suite using the custom Git. This suite adding method does not provide the QEditor accessibility.

Answer: B

Question: 114

What according to you is the correct definition of Tags?

A. Tags is the first element in your test structure that explains what your test case is intending to achieve.
B. Tag is used to create custom keywords in Copado Robotic Testing.
C. Tags is a syntax used to classify your test cases.
D. Tags enable you to identify which library you should be implementing for test execution.

Answer: C

Question: 115

Which phrase BEST fits this definition?: It is a unique security token that is generated to verify the authority of
accessing QConnect and Copado Robotic Testing.

A. Scripting syntax



B. Combinatorial access key
C. Authorization string
D. API key

Answer: C

Question: 116

What is the role of an Agent in an on-premise test setup?

A. It is a network analyzer that uses Al to understand communication between QConnect and the Copado Robotic
Testing platform.
B. It works as a repository for test code when tests are run using QConnect.
C. It is a digital connector that establishes a link between the Copado Robotic Testing platform and QConnect.
D. It gathers information from the target system and generates tests to Copado Robotic Testing based on the found
vulnerabilities.

Answer: C

Question: 117

Help Charlie and James make a collaborative decision!

A. Charlie should consider running test automation with the help of leading-edge tools so that they can expedite the
software evaluation process. In that way. James can have a final product to assess the requirements and plan the
strategy to market it
B. Both the managers should put DevOps culture into practice and track the progress of the product so that they can be
in sync in providing the business and customer with their needs.
C. Charlie can hire a team of testers to conduct manual testing. Meanwhile. James should start pre-marketing the
product to build anticipation among the customers.
D. Charlie and James should pass over testing the product and release it as is so that it can be marketed as soon as
possible and garner unparalleled results.

Answer: B

Question: 118

Which statement about Software Testing is true?

A. Testing allows you to find potential bugs during the product or software development lifecycle.
B. Testing provides you with a great strategy to carry out an effective software development process.
C. Testing allows you to identify the right business metrics.
D. Testing ensures your product meets the prescribed user and business requirements.

Answer: A

Question: 119

The first step of the Software Testing Life Cycle is:

A. Testing Planning
B. Gathering Requirements



C. Test Environment Setup
D. Developing Test Case

Answer: B

Question: 120

Which of the following methods CANNOT be used to start a test suite run?

A. With CopaRobo mobile application
B. Manually using Run button
C. Triggering through Copado Robotic Testing API
D. Using Scheduler

Answer: A

Question: 121

Which of the given statements about variable and execution parameters is true? Partially correct 1/2

A. With Variable, you can replace the data value with your preferred value while execution parameters allows you to
control how you want your test to be carried out
B. Variable and Execution Parameters can be created separately for projects, robots and suites.
C. Variables and Execution Parameters can only be created for projects and robots and not for suites.
D. Variables can be created for projects, robots and suites but execution parameters can only be assigned to projects
and robots.

Answer: A

Question: 122

Which of the following statements about the test report is true? Partially correct 1/2

A. Test report provides a detailed report on the test result.
B. You can analyse the reason behind the failed step and amend the steps from the test report page itself.
C. Test report contains keyword-level information.
D. Test report contains screenshots only from failed steps.

Answer: A

Question: 123

TRUE OR FALSE? Linear mode is a default test generation mode that enables the combinatorial test data generator to
be provided with an integer argument to define the number of variables combined.

A. True
B. False

Answer: B

Question: 124



You can only create a robot for a cloud-based environment since Copado Robotic Testing does not support on-premise
testing.

A. True
B. False

Answer: B

Question: 125

16. TRUE OR FALSE? As part of the Software Testing Life Cycle (STLC). after you complete the first stage of
"Gathering Requirements", then next stage is to "Set up the Test Environment".

A. True
B. False

Answer: B




